
PRESENT MOMENT FOCUS TRAINING

Although focusing your attention on future possible negative events is 
unhelpful, it has probably become a habit. As with all habits, practice will be 
needed to help you turn your attention away from internal worry thoughts, onto 
what is happening around you in the present moment. Practice focussing on 
the present moment, rather than on your internal worry thoughts is likely to help. 

We suggest that you practice for at least 10 to 15 minutes each day. 
However, it is unlikely that you will be able to be fully present moment focused 
during this time. Your attention may well repeatedly come back onto your 
worry thoughts. That’s completely normal and to be expected when you’re 
trying to break a habit. When your worry thoughts pop back into your mind, 
just gently observe these thoughts and then re-focus your attention on the 
present moment. Please record your practices in the tables below. 

Instructions for practising present moment focus:
The world around us is full of different sounds, colours, objects, textures and 
events. During your practice sessions, we would like you to become more 
aware of what is happening around you in the present moment.  As you do so, 
you will probably find that you become less aware of your worry thoughts. Each 
practice session should have three components. 

1. Becoming aware of different sounds/sights

In the first step, try to become aware of the range of different sounds and/or 
sights around you.   

Practising inside 

• Listen to a music CD or the radio: in turn pay attention to the
different instruments that are playing (guitar, drums, piano, violin, clarinet,
etc).

• Alternatively sit quietly and pay attention to the sounds in the room and
any sounds you can hear outside.

• Now pay attention to what objects are around and the colours can you
see?Where is there light and where is there shade? Pay attention to what it
would feel like to touch these objects. What textures would they be? Would
they be hard or soft?

Practising outside 

• Go for a walk outside: pay attention to the sounds around you. What
sounds can you hear nearby? What sounds can you hear further away?
Can you hear cars, people, birds etc?

• Now pay attention to what buildings, plants, traffic and people are around?
What colours and shading can you see? Pay attention to those. What are
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2. Switching your attention between the different sounds/sights

In the second step you need to switch your attention between the different 
sounds and sights. You can try this equally well indoors and outdoors 

• Choose several different sounds.
• Start by focussing on one of the sounds, noticing all that you can about

it and letting it fill your awareness.
• Don’t worry if your attention shifts onto something else, gently bring it

back to the first sound.
• After following the first sound for a little while (maybe a minute), shift

your attention to another sound and become absorbed in following that.
• Do the same for a third sound.
• Now move on to colours, objects, or textures.

3. Pulling everything together

• Once you have spent time focussing on a number of different sounds
and/or sights, try to become aware of all of them at once and for a few
minutes let them all fill your attention.

• Let yourself get lost in the outside world.
• Don’t worry if your attention drifts back on to yourself.  Simply notice this

and gently shift your attention back to the outside world.

We suggest trying this in many different situations. At this practice stage you 
can take it step-by-step. The final aim is to be able to simply focus your 
attention on the present moment and be aware of what is really going on ‘out 
there’. You can use the log on the next page to record your findings.  

the different textures around you?
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